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Trickle
By Allison Grayhurst
It takes rich waters
to feed your body. Your body
is a neighbourhood of curvy undercurrents
where people smile but the sidewalks are
frozen. You own nothing pure. You would
like to shed yourself of femininity, yet still
be seductive as ouzo - liquorish, clear, burning.
Murder, knowledge, both are too absolute for you but
being found like a rare coin, that would be special, something
you could sink your teeth into. Instead, you are a trophy beside many,
on a shelf, in a corner, lack-lustre, cramped, barely legible.
Your belly has hardened. That is supposed to be a good thing, not for you
who craves honour like jelly sliding down a grand erected opening,
never swallowing, never wanting any effort or desire, unmatched, unmet.
You are not ready even for a mirage - your body drained of its natural oils.
I would feed that body. I would consummate with you
and bear you twins. Even that is only a platform and not the means to travel.
Because it takes rich waters to feed you, and this thin-stream garden hose
will never quench you or, you know,
make you happy.
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Making Up Questions
By Allison Grayhurst
to fog the edge of our clarity.
We journey along, colourful,
undressing, resting little, opposite
of taking a stance, a stand against
another’s point of view.
Would it flash when we crack, and
would the wind take us six beats closer
to our death, offer some refuge from
the tedium tick of reiterating rituals
fueled by habit? Acclimatized. But not up here,
on the dry dry plain, freed of proselytizing
and rivers fat with this food, that
cup of water. We have been warm and now we are shot,
unable to don our dilemmas well. There is no
easy-to-open window or entourage
to hook us up with a ladder,
no place under the bed or in the linen closet to hide
and give hope in spite of the ensuing horror.
We leap to explore, though inertia is always the obstacle.
Problems seduce like textures, filling the talk. I saw it all
in some gum stuck under the table,
as we dined on our ripened suffering, and our veracity ended
in another fool-hardy freeze.
Fundamentally, we are our own culture.
We are crazed as lit candles by the vent.
We can’t love with logic, be hairy-legged sages, casual
at the fork in the road, conjuring a capacity for true meditation.
We can’t be nurtured with formalities or play-acting acts of kindness.
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Pure and Plastic
By Allison Grayhurst
The radius of a lifetime,
locking and unlocking the patterned weave
is but felt rubbed against
a jagged rock, torn at the slightest speed.
The flesh, the shell, the fruit's hard peel
some never go beyond. But the pathway
to the sea is long and duty is like
a safety-net dream that breaks the days down.
Magic is formed in the hands of a child
where shame is unknown as crime.
A simple way to nerve the eyes
and charge the stars with song.
What is missing? The water? The mansion? The sand?
Hand in hand we jump in time
and find our sanity
combing the shores of volatile
love.
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All One Child
By Allison Grayhurst
Long and a lot, fractures of time,
stretching steam-dust through
veins, fissures of luminosity.
Finally able to slice the pie,
embrace my priorities, understand what
sustains the veneer.
Kaleidoscope beating, beeping
a pulsar note of radiant birth, a
lifespan thinning, making new.
Voluptuous decay.
In my mind, complexities are exposed
in synergetic symmetrical beauty, bi-polar displays,
precision across solar systems a sidewalk chalk drawing.
Approaching revelation - a reincarnation-past
I am able to re-own without apology, without
demeaning my feminine front.
And up in the stringy multitude infra-ray arms,
vocal as a heartbeat under sinews,
I crack like a seed gnawed by a rodent’s teeth,
and then I grow.
Moving
to build ecstasy’s garden, grow
a rose – a scent on my neck,
under unshaven arms.
Grow until you own me,
call me out and let be a giant,
let me see the colliding galaxies I came from,
to stamp my name across nebulas,
collecting heat, mass, potency.
Grow until I am formed millennium still, erupting
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Hood
By Allison Grayhurst
Circle the dollar,
a plant is shining
in streams from the sun.
I came from the darkness,
fierce, yet frail like one
wounded by the touch of
something too beautiful.
In my hands a star was destroyed
like a minnow out of water
gasping in the harsh air.
Songs and stories are what I have.
The answers I once played with are perishing
and only the vision remains.
I think this is good, though it feels as though I failed
my sounding fire and wetlogged my faith.
What was shadow is now solid, and the solid has
thinned to a smoky stream.
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